RN to BS Online Program Nursing Course Textbooks

**NUR 247**

**NUR 253**

**NUR 347**


**Recommended**

**NUR 443**
- Online Resource EBook: [http://www.elsevier.com](http://www.elsevier.com)

**NUR 444**
- Online Resource EBook: [http://www.elsevier.com](http://www.elsevier.com)

**NUR 447**
Shadow Health Digital Clinical Experience [Online program]. Gainesville, FL:
- For registration and purchase, follow the guide at: [https://shadow.desk.com/customer/portal/articles/980991-how-to-register-with-shadow-health](https://shadow.desk.com/customer/portal/articles/980991-how-to-register-with-shadow-health)
- Jarvis online resources: www.http://evolve.elsevier.com/jarvis/ (be sure to activate as soon as possible. ***There is an activation fee for these resources).
**BPS 333**

Title: Pharmacology: Connection to Nursing Practice  
Author: Michael P. Adams; Carol Urban  
Publisher: Pearson Education  
Edition: 3rd, Third, 3e  
Year: 2015  
Format: Hardcover  
ISBN: 0133923614 (0-13-392361-4)

**COM 100**

Note from Instructor: COM 100 uses a custom text, Communication Fundamentals, as well as courseware from the book publisher. Buying the courseware gives access to online quizzes for the chapters, supplemental study materials, AND the electronic version of the text. You don't need to buy the physical book from the Kingston bookstore if you are OK with reading the book online. If you do want the physical copy, you can buy it from the bookstore with or without access to the electronic materials.

**FLM 100**


**HIS 146**

ISBN: 9780205905935

**NFS 207**

**NFS 207: General Nutrition**  
Textbook: Perspectives in Nutrition: A Functional Approach  
by Byrd-Bredbenner, Moe, Beshgetoor and Berning.  
ISBN: 9781307355505

Note from instructor: **Everyone needs to purchase McGraw Hill Connect** (electronic access to the textbook resources) in order to complete class assignments. This includes the e-book.

You have the following options:  
1. Bookstore Bundle (with physical book) – A customized loose-leaf book with Connect access is sold in the bookstore [http://campusstore.uri.edu/SelectTermDept.aspx](http://campusstore.uri.edu/SelectTermDept.aspx)

it shows up like this:  
**APPLIED GENERAL NUTR. W CONN EC**  
Author: LARSON  
Edition: 2ND  
Published Date: NA  
ISBN: 9781307355505  
Publisher: MCG/CREATE
2. Connect access (only online access to the book) can be purchased directly through McGraw Hill
   a. Once you have purchased Connect access, you can then order a looseleaf version of the textbook
      through Connect if you want it (more expensive than getting both through the bookstore).

3. On amazon or another retail website: remember that you need to search for the **Title (2nd edition) WITH
   Connect Access** or you will have to purchase Connect separately.

**NFS 212G**

The textbook for NFS212G is a custom textbook. While you can purchase electronic only access, I don't
recommend it for this book. Unfortunately, the online interface is not ideal and many past students found it hard
to read. I strongly recommend everyone purchase the hard copy of the textbook.

**Hard Copy**
The book comes in soft cover and you can order it through the URI bookstore, via online ordering.
[http://campusstore.uri.edu/SelectTermDept.aspx](http://campusstore.uri.edu/SelectTermDept.aspx)
- Once you make the selection you'll scroll down below your current course list and click "Get Course Materials"
- The **author** will show up as NNAKWE and the **title** as Custom Public Health Nutrition: NFS and **Publisher** as
  Jones + Bartlett

**Electronic Only**
Purchase directly from the publisher with the link below:
double check that the correct ISBN displays: 9781284008883

**STA 220**

- Intro Stats + My StatLab, 4th Ed Hard Bound Version Bundle, De Veaux, Velleman and Bock Pearson,
  2014. ISBN 9780321891242

  OR

Intro Stats + My StatLab, 4th Ed, Looseleaf Version Bundle, De Veaux, Velleman and Bock, Pearson,
2014. ISBN 9780321869852

  **Note from Instructor:** Purchase the access code for MyStatLab and a copy of the e-textbook.
  This can be purchased on-line directly from Pearson but **not until the first week of class** (as you
  will need the course ID). The text book is available in a soft cover or hard cover version that you
  can (but are not required to) purchase separately also. If you purchase a paper copy of the textbook
  with an access code then be sure not to use the access code until you get the course ID (needs to
  be generated for each “new” class session). You may be able to find a copy of the textbook online
  without the access code.
NUR 150

- Required Text
  UNDERSTANDING HUMAN SEXUALITY 13e
  HYDE
  ISBN-10: 1259733033

To Purchase:
Visit the following:

URL:  https://connect.mheducation.com/class/t-kisler-nur-150-spg-20-1

Enter user name and password and begin working.

Click “Register Now.”
Enter your complete student email address.

Click “Submit”

Click on the “Buy Online” button, select Connect and enter credit card information.

Complete the one-time registration process.

Enter Connect.

Each time after that, all you will need to do is:

https://connect.mheducation.com/class/t-kisler-fall-19

OR

Click the “MH Campus” tab on Sakai

TMD 126


HDF 318G

No textbook required. All readings will be listed on the syllabus and/or in Sakai.

SCM 101

No textbook required. Course content is online material consisting of selected PDF’s and weblinks.

KIN 123

No textbook required.
PHL 101

No textbook required. Course content is online material consisting of selected PDF’s and weblinks.